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Abstract – Multicasting is preferred over multiple unicasts
from the viewpoint of better utilization of network
bandwidth. Multicasting can be done in two different ways:
source based tree approach and shared tree approach.
Protocols such as Core Based Tree (CBT), Protocol
Independent Multicasting Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) use
shared treeapproach. Shared tree approach is preferred over
source-based tree approach because in the later construction
of minimum cost treeper source is needed unlike a single
shared tree in the former approach.The work presented in
this paper provides an efficient core selection method for
shared tree multicasting. In this work, we have used a new
concept known as pseudo diameter for core selection. The
presented methodselects more than one core to achieve fault
tolerance.

Keywords – Core Selection, Pseudo Diameter, Distance
Vector Routing, Core Based Tree, PIM-SM, Shared Tree
Multicasting.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multicast routing can be described as simultaneous
delivery of data stream to multiple destinations. With the
growth of internet, multicast routing has gained its
importance in typical applications which include
numerous forms of audiovisual conferencing and
broadcasting, negotiation and e-commerce systems,
replicated database querying, online games as well as the
trivial resource discovery feature of Internet routers.
Various multicast communication protocols have been
developed, including flooding, spanning trees, reverse path
forwarding, and core-based trees (CBT) [1], [4], [6], [13],
[15], [16].

In general, multicast communication protocols can be
classified into two categories, namely, source-based trees
[16], [1] and core based trees [2], [3]. A problem
associated with source-based-tree routing is that a router
has to keep the pair information (source, group) and it is a
one tree per source. In reality the Internet is a complex,
heterogeneous environment, which potentially has to
support many thousands of active groups, each of which
may be sparsely distributed; this technique clearly does
not scale. Shared tree based approaches like CBT [2], [3],
[11], [12] and protocol independent multicasting – sparse
mode (PIM-SM) [6]offer an improvement in scalability by
a factor of the number of active sources.

A core-based tree / shared tree [2] involves having a
single node, known as the core of the tree, from which
branches emanate. These branches are made up of other
routers, so-called non-core routers, which form a shortest

path between a member-host’s directly attached routerand
the core;a router at the end of a branch is a leaf router on
the tree. Note thata core need not be topologically
centered, since multicasts vary in nature and therefore, the
form of a core-based tree also can vary [2]. CBT is
attractive compared to source based tree because of its key
architectural features like scaling, tree creation, and
unicast routing separation.

The major concerns of shared tree approach are; core
selection and core as a single point failure. Core selection
[7] is the problem of appropriate placement of a core or
cores in a network for the purpose of improving the
performance of the tree(s) constructed around these core(s)
and thereby the performance of the multicast routing
protocol according to some predetermined metrics.

In static networks core selection depends on knowledge
of entire network topology. It involves all routers in the
network. There exist several important works [5], [11],
[14], [15] which takes into account network topology
while selecting a core. For group-based core selection, all
members of a given group participate in core selection
process and it may need very little information about
network topology [5], [12], [14].

Authors in [11] proposed a method for core placement
and compared the method with two simple core placement
techniques namely the random and geographic center
methods. The key idea of the proposed method has been
derived from the concept that the paths between cores and
members are the shortest paths. In the proposed core
placement method, authors first found the shortest paths
for all pairs of nodes in the given area. Then, the weight of
each node in the area is calculated, which is, the number of
the shortest paths passing through the node. The core for
the CBT is the node with maximum weight. If there are
two or more nodes with the maximum weight, one of them
is selected randomly. This method is referred to as the
maximum weight method. In practice there may be a
number of multicast sessions going on in parallel. In such
situations using a single core may become a problem. This
problem is addressed in this this work. When load on the
current core exceeds a maximum threshold, node with next
maximum weight is used as a core. The major drawback of
this maximum weight method is that it requires the
knowledge of the network topology to calculate the
shortest paths between nodes. In addition, the shortest path
needs to be calculated between all pairs of nodes in the
network. This can be exhaustive.

The Optimal Cost Based Tree (OCBT) [14], [15]
approach calculates the cost (number of links) of the tree
rooted at each router in the network and selects the one
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which gives the lowest maximum delay over all other
roots with lowest cost. It also needs knowledge of the
whole topology.

Problem formulation: In this work, we consider
networks which use distance vector routing (DVR)
protocol for communication, i.e. routers do not have
knowledge of entire network topology. We shall use a new
concept known as pseudo diameter [8] – [10]. Using this
concept we shall approximate the idea used in OCBT by
considering the router which has the lowest pseudo
diameter as the primary core. In addition to selecting the
primary core we have also considered selection of
additional cores to add an element of robustness. The
present work selects a core considering all routers in a
network, yet does not need to know entire network
topology unlike the OCBT approach.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will
state briefly the concept of pseudo diameter. In Section 3
we will present the algorithm followed by an example. In
Section 4 we consider the fault tolerant aspect of our
approach. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusion.

II. PSEUDO DIAMETER

Two widely used network routing protocols are distance
vector routing (DVR) and link state routing (LSR). In the
former one, routers do not have the knowledge of network
topology, whereas in the later routers have this knowledge.
In the present work, we have considered DVR-based
networks. In[8] - [10] we have given a new and very
important interpretation of the information present in the
DVR tables of routers. This interpretation has resulted in
the concept of pseudo-diameter.
Pseudo diameter of a router ri denoted as Pd(ri) is defined
as follows.
Pd(ri) = max {ci,j},

where ci,j= cost (ri, rj),  [1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ≠i] and ci,j ϵ DVRi

In words, for a source router ri, based on its DVR table,
DVRi, its pseudo diameter, denoted as Pd(ri), is the
maximum value among the costs to reach from source ri to
all other routers in a network. The implication of pseudo-
diameter is that any other router is reachable from source
router ri within the distance (i.e. cost / no. of hops) equal to
the pseudo diameter of router ri,,Pd (ri). It thus directly
relates to the physical location of router ri. Pseudo
diameter is not the actual diameter of the network, because
it depends on the location of router ri in the network. So,
different routers in the network may have different values
for their respective pseudo diameters.  Therefore, pseudo
diameter Pd is always less than or equal to the actual
diameter of a network.

As an example, consider the network shown in Fig. 1.
We have shown the DVR tables of the routers. Note that
the diameter of the network is 90. From router A’s table,
its pseudo diameter is 90, which is equal to the network
diameter; whereas for router C it is 70 as is seen from C’s
DVR table. It means that if C is the source of a
communication, the maximum cost to reach any other
router will be 70, which is less than the network diameter

of 90. Below we explain with an example how the concept
of pseudo diameter can be used along with DVR to offer
better bandwidth utilization while broadcasting compared
to DVR based broadcasting.

For the network of Fig.1, let E be the source of
broadcasting. According to DVRbased broadcasting, E
sends copies of the broadcast packet to its neighbors B, C,
G, and H unconditionally. In the pseudo diameter based
broadcasting method [10], the scope of travel of the
broadcast packet is reduced by the pseudo diameter value
in the following way. In this example, we explain how
knowledge of Pd(E) can be used to reduce the scope of
travel of the broadcast packet. Router E, before sending
broadcast packet to its neighbor B, performs a packet
forwarding condition check. In this condition check, router
E will check if cost to reach B is less than or equal to its Pd

value, i.e. if (Pd(E) - CE,B)≥ 0. If so, router E will reduce its
Pd(E) (= 60) by the cost to reach B,CE,B (= 50).Router E
will then forward copy of the broadcast packet along with
the reduced Pdvalue of 10(=60-50) to B. Broadcasting
continues in a similar way for the other neighbors C, G,
and H as well. B will get a copy of the broadcast packet
along with the reduced Pd of 10. B’s RPF check succeeds;
soit will accept the packet and willkeep a copy for itself.
Butbased on the packet forwarding condition check B will
not forward the broadcast packet to its neighbors A or D
because B has reduced Pd as 10 and the cost to reach either
A or D from B is 30 (> 10).Thus along the broadcast path
from E to B the propagation stops at B. However, if it is
just DVR based broadcasting, then B will unconditionally
send copiesof the packet to A and D and eventually both A
and D willdrop the copies because their reverse path
forwarding checks(RPF checks) fail according to their
DVR tables as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, it will generate
unnecessarily two duplicate packets. Observe that if we
consider thePd based packet forwarding condition check,
then reduction of scope of travel can be achieved and
effectively B will not generateany duplicate packets for A
and D; thereby better bandwidth utilization can be
achieved. In a similar way the whole broadcasting can be
described.

In this context, the following observations [10] are
worth mentioning:
Observation 1:

Let Si be the source and ri,rj,…..,rmbe the respective
reductions in the pseudo-diameter (Pd) of Si before a data
packet arrives at its destination D, then ri+ rj+………+rm≤
Pd .
Observation 2:

Broadcasting algorithm based on DVR with pseudo
diameter guarantees that each router in the network
receives a copy of the packet sent by the broadcast source.

III. STATIC CORE SELECTION IN DVR – BASED

NETWORKS

We introduce a systematic approach to select a static
core in networks which use DVR for message
communication. This core selection is independent of any
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multicast group and will involve all routers in a network
without having to learn about the entire network topology.
Let cost ci,j be measured in no. of hops between two
routers. Let ri be any router in a network of n routers and
let Ti denote the tree rooted at ri and Ti (L) be its number
of levels.

Therefore, Ti (L) = Pd(ri) = maximum cost to reach a leaf
router rj, because ci, j ≤Pd (ri).

Hence, a router rk will be selected as the primary static
core,
ifTk(L) = min {Tj(L)}, ∀j
i.e. Pd(rk) = min {Pd(rj)}, ∀j
Note that even when the cost is measured differently, a
router rk will be selected as the primary static core, if Pd(rk)
= min {Pd(rj)}, ∀j.

To incorporate core redundancy, a router rm is selected
as the secondary core,
ifPd(rm) = min {Pd(rj)}, j ≠ k

Similarly a tertiary core (with the next lowest Pd value)
can be selected to achieve higher degree of fault tolerance.
Note that during core selection in the event of a tie
between routers, router with highest IP address is selected
as the core of choice.
A. Algorithm Description

The following notations and data structures are used in
the algorithm.
n : total number of routers in a network;
broad_message (Pd(ri), ri): broadcast message from router
ri with its pseudo-diameter Pd;
dvri[][] : DVR table of router ri, [1 ≤ i ≤ n];
core[][] : two dimensional array that contains router ids
and corresponding pseudo diameters in ascending order of
pseudo diameter;

Procedurebroad() is called by each ri where (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
to broadcast Pd(ri). Each router controls the broadcast with
its Pd value, i.e. a router broadcasts message to its
neighbor only if it is within Pdrange.

Procedure receive_Broad(Pd(ri), ri) is used by each
router. This procedure has Pd(ri) and rias input and
generates core[][] that contains router ids and their
respective pseudo diameter values.

Procedure Static_core() called by ri, has core[][] as
input. It sorts core[][] in ascending order of the Pd values.
If multiple routers have same Pdvalue, the routers are
sorted in the descending order of their IP addresses. At the
end of this procedure, core[][] contains, in order, primary
core, secondary core, tertiary core, etc., the later ones are
selected to achieve fault-tolerance.
Algorithm Static_Core
Procedure broad()
Begin
for each ri[1 ≤ i ≤ n]
Pd(ri)= max (dvri[j][2]) [1 ≤ j ≤ n]
sendbroad_message (Pd (ri), ri)
end for
/* each node broadcasts its pseudo-diameter
value (Pd based broadcast)*/
End

Procedure receive_Broad(Pd(ri), ri)
Begin
for each ri[1 ≤ i ≤ n]
for k = 1 to n
ifi≠ k
core[k][0]=rk

core[k][1]=Pd(rk)
end if
end for
end for
/*core[][], a  two-dimensional array that
contains router id and pseudo-diameter*/
Static_Core(core[][])
End

Procedure Static_Core(core[][])
Beign
sort_asc(core[][])
/*sort core[][] in ascending order of Pd*/
if same Pd

sort_desc(core[][])
/*sort core in descending order of router’s IP address*/
end if
end for
End

B. An Example
In static core approach, the selected core is the router

that has minimum Pd (ri) compared to all other routers in
the network. Obtaining static core, requires additional
information about the network like the next hop and the
cost to reach the next hop. This information is present in
distance vector routing tables of each router. Choosing a
core, based on topology, is attractive and easy as it does
not require group member information or source
information.

Consider the example in Fig. 1. It shows an 8 router
network with DVR tables for each router. Static core, in
our approach, is a router that has least pseudo diameter
value compared to all other routers in the network. Based
on the DVR tables of the network, pseudo-diameter of all
routers in the network can be obtained. Pseudo diameter of
routers A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H are 90, 90, 70, 80, 60,
90, 80, and 80 respectively.

Each router broadcasts its Pd(ri) value to all other router
in the network (ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n). At the end of the broadcast,
each router contains Pdof every other router in the network
as shown in Fig. 2(a). Observe in Fig. 2(a) that there is
more than one router with same Pd value. Routers D, G,
and H have same Pd value, 80. If this situation arises, the
routers are sorted in descending order of their router ids, ri.
This means router H has higher priority followed by
routers G and D respectively. ri calls Procedure
Static_Core(core[][]) which returns sorted core[][] array
with primary core, secondary core, tertiary core etc., in
order as shown in Fig. 2(b).
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DVR Tables for the routers in the network

A
Dest. Next Delay
A A 0
B B 30
C C 40
D B 60
E C 60
F C 90
G C 80
H C 80

B
Dest. Next Delay
A A 30
B B 0
C A 70
D D 30
E E 50
F E 90
G D 50
H E 70

C
Dest. Next Delay
A A 40
B A 70
C C 0
D E 60
E E 20
F F 50
G E 40
H E 40

D
Dest. Next Delay
A B 60
B B 30
C G 60
D D 0
E G 40
F G 80
G G 20
H G 60

E
Dest. Next Delay
A C 60
B B 50
C C 20
D G 40
E E 0
F H 40
G G 20
H H 20

F
Dest. Next Delay
A C 90
B H 90
C C 50
D H 80
E H 40
F F 0
G H 60
H H 20

G
Dest. Next Delay
A E 80
B D 50
C E 40
D D 20
E E 20
F E 60
G G 0
H E 40

H
Dest. Next Delay
A E 80
B E 70
C E 40
D E 60
E E 20
F F 20
G E 40
H H 0

Fig.1. 8 Router network and DVR tables for each router

According to Fig. 2(b), for the given network in Fig. 1,
router E is the primary static core as it is the one with least
pseudo-diameter value, 60. That is, the maximum # hops
(cost) to reach any router from this core is Pd and since
this Pdis less than all other router’s Pd‘s, it is the best
choice. Similarly, to maintain fault tolerance, router C and
H can be chosen as the secondary and tertiary cores
respectively as they are the ones with next least pseudo-
diameter value.

ri Pd(ri)
A 90
B 90
C 70
D 80
E 60
F 90
G 80
H 80

Fig.2. (a) core[][] before Staic_Core procedure call

Fig. 2(b) Sorted core[][] after Static_core procedure call

IV. FAULT-TOLERANT STATIC CORE

It is not uncommon for network designers to configure
more than one core in a network so that, if one fails, a
second continues to operate. In our approach each router ri

contains the core[][] data structure which has the primary,
secondary and tertiary core information.
Core failure
When current core fails, fault tolerance can be achieved,
by following the steps given below.
 Primary core informs secondary core about its

existence over regular intervals.
 If secondary core does not hear from primary core

during one such interval, it broadcasts the information
about primary core failure.

 This primary router is deleted from the core[][] data
structure and the next entry in the order is chosen as the
new primary core, i.e. the previous secondary core
becomes the new primary one. This choice is
unanimous because all routers have the same core[][].

Effect on Performance
The amount of time it takes to replace an existing core

in the case of router failure is equal to the amount of time
it takes for the secondary core to broadcast the primary
core failure information.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have considered core selection issue in
static networks. The main contribution is that core
selection process does not need knowledge of entire
network topology unlike in most related works in static
networks. The proposed algorithm also effectively
determines a secondary, tertiary core etc. to achieve fault
tolerance. Only one time broadcasting of pseudo diameter
is required for selecting the cores and the selection is
unanimous because all routers have the same information
needed for selection.
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